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𝑅 is the set of real-world object positions, 𝑂 is the set of original
hologram positions, and 𝑂′ is the set of new hologram positions

Conclusion
1
Reinforcement learning models can be deployed without
noticeable performance degradation

Calculate Direction
• Models converge quickly and move holograms away from real
world object
• Requires heuristics to know when to stop moving holograms

2
An output security model which calculates the direction to
move holograms converges quickly

Example of visual output before (left) and after (right) a reinforcement
learning generated policy is applied
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3
An output security model which calculates the position to
move holograms requires more fine tuning

1
Investigate the feasibility of running reinforcement
learning models on the Magic Leap One AR device

Steps

Steps

Training with one hologram

Training with three holograms

2
Train and evaluate reinforcement learning models for the
output security application
Simulated training environment

Methods

Future Work
• Improve the reinforcement learning model and apply it to new
scenarios
• Improve the object detection mechanism
• Develop other machine learning and computer vision applications
for AR, test its limits and potentially offload computation to edge
servers
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Reward

Deploy trained
models on a
physical device

Reward

Use Unity to build
the training
environment

Calculate Position
• Models converged when not penalizing for moving hologram
away from original position and did not converge otherwise
• Does not require heuristics
Use ml-agents to
train
reinforcement
learning models

•
Steps

Training without penalty
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Successfully deployed on Magic Leap One without any noticeable
performance impact

Adapted from Ahn et al.

Objectives
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Example visual output before (left) and after (right) the security policy is applied.
A green square is placed over the real-world object to indicate that it is tracked.

System overview
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Lab

Deploying on Magic Leap One

• Current Augmented Reality (AR) is limited in dynamic and
adaptive behavior
• Previous work used a simulated environment to investigate the
output security application and did not evaluate models on a
physical AR device
• Our previous work showed that reinforcement learning trained
policies could be applied to output security
Output Security
• Regulating visual content displayed to the user to
reduce distraction & obstruction of real-world context
• Prevent holograms from obscuring other holograms
with higher priority
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Training with penalty
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